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Welcome to The Medium, the semi-annual newsletter of the ARLIS/NA Texas-Mexico Chapter. The

Fall 2021 issue (v. 47, no. 2) contains the approved minutes from the Spring 2021 business

meeting, reports from the Annual Chapter Meeting held in Denton, Texas, and articles about

professional activities from our chapter members.
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President's Column
By Rebecca Barham

Many activities of our daily lives have resumed since our last

meeting in April. As of November 18th, 54.2% of Texans and 49.2%

of Mexicans are fully vaccinated. Although many of our activities

have resumed, our world will never be quite the same as it was

before Covid-19.  Our world is now a hybrid one where meetings

take place in person and virtually, and many people continue to

work from home some or all of the workweek. Things were no

different for our Chapter. This year we held our first hybrid meeting

in Denton, TX with in-person tours of the Texas Fashion Collection,

the Matthew Ritchie Florilegium exhibition, the UNT Libraries

Special Collections exhibition, and virtual options for the business

meeting and roundtable presentations. Roundtable presentations included: “Book Bonanza in the

Time of COVID” by Jenny Stone, “Ima Hogg Before Bayou Bend: Exhibition Collaboration with the

MFAH Archives” by Helen Lueders, “Transforming Physical or Tactile Workshops, Assignments, and

Research Sessions to an Online Format” by Tara Spies Smith, and poster presentation “Wrangling

within the Artist Files” by Kate Alleman.

It was wonderful to see everyone in person or virtually. Special thanks to Helen Lueders and Hillary

Veeder who served on the 2021 Fall Meeting Planning Committee.  Your enthusiastic support and

contributions ensured that the fall chapter meeting was a success.

Building on the accomplishments of past Executive Boards, many excellent chapter initiatives and

projects have been completed this year. Thanks to the work of past Presidents Jenny Stone and

Sunyoung Park, and past Treasurer Hillary Veeder, we resumed our 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status at

the beginning of the year. We then received generous donations totaling $1,150.00 from The Janine

Henri/Lois Swan Jones Challenge. These donations permitted us to offer a $1,000.00 Lois Swan

Jones Professional Development Award for the 2022 Annual Conference in Chicago. In addition, we

received donations for three student memberships from Sunyoung Park, and a fourth from another

member. These four member-sponsored student memberships will provide membership in both

ARLIS/NA and the Chapter and will be awarded by the Lois Swan Jones Professional Development

Committee. The Executive Board also created a Chapter Land Acknowledgement Statement and

Map https://texas-mexico.arlisna.org/land-acknowledgement/, and will complete a Chapter history

for the 2022 Annual Conference in Chicago. The 2023 Mexico City Conference Planning Team have
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been meeting regularly throughout the year and have made significant progress in the areas of

hotel selection, vendor and exhibitor plans, logo design, and tours.

Promoting art librarianship and increasing student membership in the chapter has been a goal of

current and past chapter leaders. Over the last three years chapter leaders have established

contact and engaged in various activities with MLIS student organizations in some of the Texas

universities that offer the degree. Some of our efforts include a presentation on art librarianship to

the University of North Texas LISSA student organization, exploring student membership options,

and serving as mentors to students in university mentorship programs.

None of the accomplishments listed in this report could have been possible without the work and

dedication of my fellow chapter officers. I would like to thank Vice President/President Elect Helen

Lueders for editing and publishing The Medium, and for her upbeat can-do attitude, support and

great ideas; Secretary Kathleen Alleman for recording the business minutes, and for her positive

attitude and attention to detail; Treasurer Quentin Pace for filing our taxes and keeping our

finances; Past President Jenny Stone for her support and guidance during my transition into office;

and Website Administrator Sarah Stanhope for her professionalism and expeditious updates of

news and events on our Chapter website. Thank you ALL for a job well done and for your support

during my term as President.

Sincerely, Rebecca Barham

2021 ARLIS/NA Texas-Mexico Chapter President

Art, Dance and Theatre Research Librarian

University of North Texas
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ARLIS/NA Texas-Mexico Chapter Meeting Minutes
April 27, 2021, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Zoom Videoconference

Minutes taken by Secretary Kate Alleman.

I. Call to Order (Rebecca Barham)

Chapter President Rebecca Barham goes over how to access the chat, how attendees can unmute
themselves, and how to vote using the red and green reactions in Zoom. She calls the meeting to
order at 11:14 am.

II. Welcome and Introductions (Rebecca Barham)

Rebecca asks attendees to enter their name and institutional affiliation in the chat. Chapter
Secretary Kate Alleman will collect those as records of the meeting attendance.

Jon Evans, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
Joel Pelanne, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
Quentin Pace, University of Houston – Downtown
Jenny Stone, Dallas Museum of Art
Lauren Gottlieb-Miller, The Menil Collection
Stephanie Grimm, George Mason University (incoming chapter liaison)
Beverly Mitchell, Southern Methodist University
Helen Lueders, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
Hillary Veeder, Texas Tech University Libraries
Rebekah Scoggins, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
Stefanie Hilles, Miami University (Ohio) (outgoing chapter liaison)
Sarah De La Rosa, student, Texas Woman’s University
Shari Salisbury, University of Texas at San Antonio
Carla Ellard, Wittliff Collections, Texas State University
Mark Pompelia, Rhode Island School of Design (ARLIS/NA President 2021-22)
Sarah Stanhope, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
Kathleen Alleman, Dallas Museum of Art
Rebecca Barham, University of North Texas
Craig Bunch, retired, San Antonio

III. Approval of Minutes from November 2020 Zoom Meeting (Rebecca
Barham)

Rebecca Barham calls for approval of the Fall 2020 meeting minutes. Jon
Evans motioned to approve; Lauren Gottlieb-Miller seconded the motion.
Rebecca requests a vote and the motion carries.

IV. Chapter Officer Reports

A. President’s Report (Rebecca Barham)
Rebecca reminds the group that on January 20, 2021 Past President, Jenny Stone, sent a
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memo to the chapter list-serv announcing the reinstatement of the chapter’s tax-exempt
status. The status was reinstated backdated to April 23, 2020, so now any chapter donations
will be tax exempt. Rebecca thanks Past Presidents Sunyoung Park and Jenny as well as the
Past Treasurer Hillary Veeder for their hard work in resolving this matter.

Rebecca notes that the chapter’s tax year runs from October 1 – September 30 with taxes
due on Feb. 15. Chapter Treasurer Quentin Pace worked hard to file our taxes for this year by
February 15, but a system communication error caused the Chapter return to be rejected.
Rebecca thanks Quentin for coordinating with the IRS and with Past Treasurer Hillary Veeder
to resolve this matter. The Chapter’s taxes have been successfully filed for this year.

Rebecca updates the Chapter on Janine Henri’s donation matching challenge to the Lois Swan
Jones  Professional Development Award. Janine was a member of the Texas-Mexico Chapter
from 1991- 2007. She recently retired as the UCLA Art and Architecture Librarian and would
like to celebrate her retirement with this donation matching initiative. Janine will match
donations up to $500 by June 30, 2021. Rebecca shares a statement from Janine encouraging
Texas-Mexico chapter members to donate before the Mexico City conference to provide support
for professional development. Janine also mentioned the importance of the Lois Swan Jones
award, the support of her fellow Texas Mexico chapter members, and the mentorship and
collegial encouragement she experienced throughout her career. Rebecca thanks Janine for this
timely donation matching challenge.

B. Vice-President’s Report (Helen Lueders)
Helen put out a call for submissions to The Medium. Submissions will be due mid to late May.
A call  for submissions will be sent out after the meeting to the listserv. Helen notes that
usually The Medium content focuses on conferences and visits to art libraries and art spaces,
which are more limited this year. She encourages people who have had recent publications or
projects to submit a write up to share with colleagues. She emphasizes that write ups
submitted to The Medium do not have to be formal. Anyone who has questions can contact
Helen.

C. Treasurer’s Report (Quentin Pace)
Quentin reports that there is $2,038.50 in the Chapter’s Wells Fargo account and $383.89 is
in the Chapter‘s PayPal account. The Chapter’s total assets are $2,422.39.

Quentin notes that $250 has already been received as part of Janine’s Lois Swan Jones
matching challenge.

Eight membership dues have been received. Quentin ends his report with a big thank you to
Hillary for helping out with the Treasurer transition process.

Craig Bunch notes he had recently renewed his membership through PayPal, but didn’t see an
option to donate to the Lois Swan Jones Award. Quentin posts a link in the Zoom chat for the
PayPal option to donate to the award.

D. Secretary’s Report (Kate Alleman)
Kate reports that she is taking minutes for this meeting and will send them to the Chapter
Executive  Board for corrections after the meeting. She will send the minutes for corrections to
the Chapter before the Fall 2021 meeting.

Kate shares she will send the approved Fall 2020 minutes to Helen for inclusion in The
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Medium. V. Lois Swan Jones Award Committee Report (Lauren Gottlieb-Miller)

Lauren reports the committee was able to give two awards this year. Both are for $150. The
awards went to Kate Alleman from the Dallas Museum of Art and Sara De la Rosa, a soon-to-be
Texas Woman’s University graduate with a Master of Library Science. Both award winners will
write up a report of their conference experience in the Medium.

Lauren thanks her fellow committee members, Shari Salisbury and Sam Duncan. She asks that
anyone interested in joining the committee to contact her and encourages chapter members to
donate to the Lois Swan Jones Award before June 30 to take advantage of the matching
challenge.

VI. Vote on Change to Chapter-Only Membership Bylaws (Rebecca Barham)

For more detailed wording of the current ARLIS/NA bylaws, current ARLIS/NA Texas-Mexico
chapter bylaws, and proposed ARLIS/NA Texas-Mexico chapter bylaws, please see those bylaws
appended to these minutes.

Rebecca reports that a few months ago the ARLIS/NA (Society) voted to amend their bylaws
allowing chapters to establish new membership categories that won’t require ARLIS/NA
membership. Rebecca shares her screen to show the wording of Article IV, Section V of the
ARLIS/NA bylaws which note that chapter membership accompanied with ARLIS/NA membership
would allow for benefits that include voting, serving on a committee, and holding office at both
the Society and chapter level. Chapter-only membership without ARLIS/NA membership would
not allow for full benefits, including voting and holding office at either the Society or chapter
level. Rebecca notes that she was not aware of that privilege stipulation until recently.

Rebecca reports that the Chapter Executive Board met and came up with a proposed change in
wording to Article III of the Texas-Mexico Chapter by-laws. This would change the phrasing to
“Membership is open to all interested individuals” from the current phrasing of “Membership is
open to all members of ARLIS/NA”. The Privileges section states that, “Only personal members of
the Society are eligible to vote. Only personal members of the Society are eligible to hold elected
office.” This section of the Chapter  bylaws will remain in place to stay aligned with the current
ARLIS/NA membership bylaws.

Jon asks what the Chapter is trying to accomplish by allowing chapter-only membership. He
wonders if the goal was a discounted rate, will it overall be worth it if the chapter-only members
weren’t given voting or office holding benefits. Rebecca responds that chapter-only memberships
would reduce financial barriers for students and those who are unemployed or furloughed. She
shares that she has personally heard from students that aren’t joining due to the $10 Chapter
dues and $25 ARLIS/NA dues. If there was a chapter-only membership, students and new art
information professionals could get a better understanding of what the chapter does, which would
increase their likelihood of joining ARLIS/NA at a later time.

VII. New Membership Categories Discussion (Rebecca Barham)

For more details of the current membership categories and the proposed membership
categories, see the membership categories appended to these minutes.

Rebecca shares her screen to show the new membership categories proposed by the Chapter
Executive  Board - Student or Unemployed (Free) and Friend ($10). The Friend category includes
retirees, member spouses/partners, and community members. She reiterates that having a free
student membership category would hopefully increase student involvement in the chapter.
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Jon notes that having a separate Student/Unemployed and Friend category could have a positive
impact even though chapter-only membership wouldn’t allow benefits, but these chapter-only
members could still possibly receive support through the Lois Swan Jones award. Rebecca clarifies
that the Lois Swan Jones award does require ARLIS/NA membership and includes chapter
membership for a year. Lauren chimes in to add that the Lois Swan Jones Award is really for
attending the ARLIS/NA annual conference, so someone wouldn’t likely apply unless they were
already an ARLIS/NA member. Lauren also mentions that Lois Swan Jones award qualifications
may need to be revisited in the case that there is more of a demand for the award due to the loss
of institutional support for professional development during and after the pandemic.

Shari asks for clarification about choosing a membership category as a retiree, specifically if
someone was an ARLIS/NA Retiree member whether they would pay $20 for the Resident of the
U.S. Texas-Mexico  membership category or $10 for the Friend Texas-Mexico membership category.
Rebecca mentions they could pay $10 for the Friend membership.

Rebecca says we could add a clause beside the membership categories on the website to clarify
that people could join as chapter-only but could only have the full ARLIS/NA benefits of voting
and holding office once they joined the Society. Stefanie chimes in that a clause would be good.

Lauren asks if the Chapter Executive Board is looking for approval to both a change in the Chapter
bylaws and a change in the Chapter membership categories today or at a later date. Rebecca
clarifies that the Chapter could vote on the bylaws today since the proposed change to the Chapter
bylaws was sent out to the listserv two weeks ago. This wording change would allow the Chapter
bylaws to align with the current ARLIS/NA bylaws, which were changed months ago. Rebecca
notes that a discussion on new membership categories could take place today, but nothing must
be voted on yet.

Jenny asks if there will be clarification in the Privileges section about voting and other benefits not
applying to chapter-only members. Rebecca notes the Privileges section will stay the same since
they already state only ARLIS/NA members will have full Society benefits, but the privileges
statement could be re-written to be more direct and keep the same meaning (like only ARLIS/NA
(Society) members can vote and hold office at both the chapter and ARLIS/NA level)

Jon suggests putting ARLIS/NA (Society) at the top so it is clear later in the Chapter bylaws
that the Society is the larger organization, ARLIS/NA. Jon mentions that it could become
problematic to figure out who actually has voting and office-holding  privileges since the
Treasurer may only see chapter-only membership with the new categories, but not ARLIS/NA
membership.

Lauren mentions that the ARLIS/NA and Chapter bundle price of $35 is one of the cheapest
student rates for a professional organization. She suggests that instead of new membership
categories with  different privileges, perhaps the Lois Swan Jones Award could be updated to
offer scholarships to  ARLIS/NA and Chapter membership to reduce the financial barrier.

Helen suggests a time limit to the Student category, if it’s free, to ensure that eventually
members in that category will have to make a financial commitment to the group, similar to the
ARLIS/NA’s Introductory Member category.

Kate suggests that the vote on the chapter-only bylaws be tabled due to time considerations of
this meeting and since there seemed to be a lot of confusion about the relationship between the
chapter-only  membership and new membership categories. The Chapter could revisit
membership categories at the  Fall 2021 meeting.
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Rebecca calls for a vote to postpone the vote for the chapter-only bylaws. The vote passes
and the chapter-only bylaws vote will be held at a later date.

Rebecca shares she will reach out to get more input from the Chapter through the listserv and a
call for another business meeting in the near future to hold a vote. She acknowledges that there
are a lot of considerations to think about and thanks the group for the discussion.

VIII. Future Fall Meeting Location Discussion (Rebecca Barham)

Rebecca asks which institutions have travel bans currently for professional development. The
Chapter uses the yes and no feature in Zoom to indicate that half of the attendees’ institutions
have travel bans. Lauren notes that it looks like universities have travel bans for their staff, while
museums do not.

Rebecca asks the group who would feel comfortable traveling now. Craig asks for clarification
about whether the question refers to if one feels comfortable traveling in this current moment, or
as of now would one imagine feeling comfortable traveling in the Fall. Rebecca clarifies that she is
asking if, as of now, do individuals feel comfortable traveling in the Fall. Rebecca notes there are 5
votes for feeling comfortable meeting in-person and 3 votes for feeling uncomfortable. Rebecca
notes that she will check back in with the Chapter at a later date to revisit this topic

Rebecca puts a call out for anyone interested in helping her with Fall conference planning.
Anyone interested in serving in the Fall 2021 Texas-Mexico Chapter conference planning
group can email Rebecca.

IX. 2023 Mexico City ARLIS Conference Planning Update (Jon Evans)

Jon reports that since the Fall 2020 Chapter meeting there have been three full conference
planning meetings.

Jon shares major activities which include McKenna Management coming in and active involvement
with the conference planner,Megan Brower; Clayton Kirking has started establishing a list of
sponsors; Sarah Stanhope has proposed a possible project management tool but it is a
wait-and-see if the group will use it; the Programming group has worked with students to create
possible graphic designs which have been sent to McKenna Management for review; Craig has
shared some wonderful full-day, more moderate, and walking tour options; Beverly Mitchell and
Alison Larson have been seeking feedback from non-U.S.  conference hosts, specifically Montreal,
to understand logistics of working with exhibitors internationally; Fernando Corona and Catalina
Perez are coming up with a list of possible Mexican exhibitors.

Jon notes that the group is in a holding pattern due to various factors of planning for the
Montreal conference during the pandemic, but that the 2023 conference planning group is in
a good place. McKenna Management needs to focus on Montreal and Chicago conferences.

Jon shares the next meeting will be May 18, 2021 and all are invited to join. Please reach out
to Jon, Lauren, Gabrielle Reed, or Fernando if you want to hear more about various positions,
the time  commitments and requirements to consider.

X. New Business (All)
Jon mentions that he wanted to echo Craig’s previous request for making donations to the Lois
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Swan Jones award easier, either through the Lois Swan Jones Award or Membership webpage.
Lauren Gottlieb-Miller  shares that the Lois Swan Jones website does need a bit of updating and
asks who the website editor is. Rebecca shares that Sarah edits the chapter website and will be
updating it with Janine Henri’s Lois Swan Jones Award donation matching challenge with the link
to donate. Shari asks that the chapter be notified through the listserv when that update happens
and Rebecca agrees to do so.

XI. Adjournment
Rebecca requests that someone take a picture of the Texas-Mexico Chapter meeting attendees.
Kate replies that she can take a screenshot.

Rebecca adjourns the meeting at 12:17pm.

*ARLIS/NA and ARLIS/NA Texas-Mexico Chapter Bylaws

Current ARLIS/NA Bylaws
Article XIV: Chapters, Section 5:
“Chapters may establish other membership categories that do not require ARLIS/NA membership.
Such  non-ARLIS/NA chapter membership categories would not entitle such chapter members to
the rights and benefits of ARLIS/NA membership.”

Rights and benefits of ARLIS/NA membership: ARTICLE III: PRIVILEGES
Section 1. Individual members of the Society shall have the right to vote and hold elected office.
Individual members are entitled to the member's registration rate at the annual conference.
Individual members are eligible to join local chapters. All individual members have access to the
Society's periodical publications. Individual members are entitled to free membership in
Divisions, Sections, and  Special Interest Groups (SIGs).

Current ARLIS/NA Texas-Mexico Bylaws:
ARTICLE III. Membership
Eligibility
Membership is open to all members of ARLIS/NA.

Privileges
Only personal members of the Society are eligible to vote. Only personal members of the
Society are eligible to hold elected office. All members shall be entitled to receive
announcements of meetings of the Society and other notices of general interest to the
membership.

Proposed changes to ARLIS/NA Texas-Mexico Bylaws:
ARTICLE III. Membership
Chapter membership is open to all interested individuals.

*Membership Categories
Current Texas-Mexico Chapter Membership Categories:

(All require ARLIS/NA membership at this time)
Resident of U.S. ($20 USD)
Resident of Mexico ($10 USD)
Student ($10 USD)
Retiree ($10 USD)

Proposed Texas-Mexico Chapter Membership Categories:
Resident of U.S. ($20 USD)
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Resident of Mexico ($10 USD)
Friend ($10 USD) this includes retirees, member spouses/partners, community
members, etc. Student or Unemployed (Free)
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Texas Fashion Collection at University of North Texas
By Kate Alleman

The first tour of the Fall 2021 meeting was at the Texas Fashion Collection where Director Annette

Becker led the group to the main study room. Relevant research print resources lined the walls,

and an array of mannequins were grouped together.

The collection was started in 1938 with donations from Stanley Marcus and has grown through

donations from other individuals and, in a few cases, institutions. The collection moved to the

current space in 2013; it is still considered a temporary space. Fundraising is always top of mind

both for space and facility considerations, as well as, materials, staff, etc. budgets so incoming

materials can be properly processed. While we were visiting, the lights in the collection’s stacks

needed to be replaced due to safety issues, so we explored the stacks with flashlights. A

contemporary budget consideration is finding money for purchasing materials that will increase

BIPOC designer and new career designer holdings. While ideally these items could be provided by

donations, the reality is that donations have tended to focus on mainstream fashion names and

houses. Another area of low representation in the collection is menswear, which comprises 5% of

the collection. She is hoping to add more men’s fashion into the fold and is networking with

potential donors to increase holdings.
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The items in the collection are organized by designer first, but that isn’t the only way the collection

could be organized. Annette pointed out that classification could focus on organizing by house or

atelier. For example, pieces designed by Yves Saint Laurent would be in a couple of places – the

pieces he designed for Dior would be with other Dior designs, but items he designed for his own

house would be under Yves Saint Laurent. Many of the pieces are hanging on tall two-tier racks.

They are running out of room, so outfits are not able to be spaced apart as much as Annette would

like. The collection includes gloves, shoes, jewelry, and other accessories that are housed in boxes

or drawers located in a shelving system that lines the walls. Clothing that travels frequently or is in

extremely delicate condition are housed in similar boxes or drawers to best preserve the items. The

middle image above is of a 1920s black beaded flapper dress that needs to be stored in a drawer

since the dress material is so delicate and can no longer hold the beads in place if left hanging.

Digitization is a major focus to increase access to the collection and reduce visit requests. There is

no gallery or exhibition space currently, but hopefully one will be a part of the future more
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permanent home of the Texas Fashion Collection. Another way Annette has increased access to

objects within the collection is through reaching out to Texas museums to loan objects and guest

curate exhibitions. Loaning objects and her expertise also allows her to add money to the budget

for ongoing digitization costs and for acquisitions. She mentioned a previous exhibition at Tyler

Museum of Art titled “Cowboys and Indians” which focused on cultural appropriation within Western

wear and provided funds for the purchase of pieces by Indigenous designers.

Thoughtful presentation when displaying items from other cultures is at the top of Annette’s mind

as she thinks about how to be an inclusive and equitable steward for the collection. One of the

donated collections came from a previous flight attendant who worked when international travel

was taking off. Becker noted that she is still working out how to best display the pieces in a way

that properly contextualizes the fashion by not emphasizing othering and using mannequins that

properly reflect the people who wear the items. Below are beaded works by Maasai people of Kenya

from the flight attendant’s collection.
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Once we returned to the study room, Annette shared some objects that had special storage

considerations so they made in-house supports and storage solutions. Todd Oldham, who moved to

Dallas after high school, donated 200 pieces to the Texas Fashion Collection. Annette pulled a few

of his outfits to show the group and share examples of what fashion researchers are looking at

when studying garments. Oldham’s pieces act as great study sources for sustainable fashion

design, pop culture references and high quality techniques.

Like a hearty breakfast, the Texas Fashion Collection tour provided a good base for the rest of the

day. Annette Becker did a phenomenal job of showing us her collection and synthesizing the

numerous contemporary considerations for providing inclusive access and preserving a fashion

collection.
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UNT Libraries Special Collections
By Helen Lueders

The programming for the Fall 2021 meeting in Denton was absolutely wonderful, from our morning

at the Texas Fashion Collection with Annette Becker to our last tour viewing Matthew Richie:

Florilegium at the College of Visual Arts + Design Gallery with Gallery Director Dr. Stefanie

Dlugosz-Acton. It was a busy day, full of interesting tours, presentations,and a really fun lunch in

the beautiful University Union where we learned about the squirrels of the UNT campus. I couldn’t

pick a favorite event, but I did want to report on a short tour we took of the UNT Libraries Special

Collections with its Librarian Meagan May.

The Special Collections are housed in Willis Library and contain a number of collections related to

rare and unique materials including materials related to UNT’s own history, a wonderful collection of

artists’ books, miniature books, and even a pet hamster skull (more on that later). We were given

an informal tour by Meagan, who pulled a number of the artists’ books for us to peruse along with

a few in-progress exhibitions related to the Vann Victorian Collection, the Resource Center LGBT

Collection, and children’s toys and games.
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The exhibition I could not stop looking at was a case containing materials that were actually the

hardest to see: the miniature books from UNT’s extensive collection. This collection (all under four

inches tall and in some cases much smaller) grew from the Gustine Courson Weaver Children’s

Book Collection in the 1930s and has since expanded to over 3,000 volumes. The collection ranged

across all subjects, from religious texts to complete but tiny sets of literature. It includes the artist

books that fit into UNT’s classification as miniature as well. According to their website, the oldest

items in the miniature collection are three cuneiform tablets that date to 1860 BCE, which I don’t

actually remember seeing - whether they are not currently on display or so small I overlooked

them, I can’t say. I actually had to have The Twelve Horary Signs (pictured below) pointed out to

me because I thought its protective case was some kind of temperature control device! The actual

book is the tiny dot on the right hand side of the circular case.
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While we were there, someone asked Meagan, “What’s the strangest thing you have in your

collection?” and, hardly missing a beat, she responded, “Let me show you Mildred.” Mildred, it turns

out, is the preserved skull of a beloved pet hamster housed in a wooden box. The skull came along

with the acquisition of the Byrd Williams Family Collection, a collection made up of photography,

letters, and other artifacts from a family with four generations of photographers (all named Byrd

Williams). The collection documents over 100 years of life in North Texas. Mildred is featured in

family photographs from the 1960s, and ended up in special collections when the larger collection

was donated to UNT.

I recommend visiting Mildred and the rest of these collections in person, but if you can’t get there

just yet, you can find out more information here: https://library.unt.edu/special-collections/.
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University Photography Collection (U0458), University of North Texas Special Collections

Mildred revealed!
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ARLIS N/A Notable Graphic Novels Review 2020
By Tara Spies Smith

The 2020 edition of the ARLIS/NA Notable Graphic Novels Review has been completed and

published on the new ARLIS/NA Humanities Commons site. Co-editors, Tara Spies Smith and

Nicole Santiago completed editing the reviews that were written by ARLIS/NA members in August

2021.

The Notable Graphic Novels Review was previously published on the ARLIS/NA website. Editors of

the ARLIS/NA Reviews publications had been introduced to the new ARLIS/NA Humanities

Commons as a platform to publish all new review publications in 2019. A new ARLIS/NA website

was implemented in September 2021. All new reviews have been added to the CORE Repository of
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the new Humanities Commons site as accessible PDFs and have been added to the newly made

Notable Graphic Novels Review site in web page format with links to the PDF versions. All archived

reviews were rescued from the old ARLIS/NA website and added to the newly made Notable

Graphic Novels Review site on the new Humanities Commons site in web page format on the

Notable Graphic Novels Review Archive page.

The benefits of the reviews being part of the CORE Repository on the new ARLIS/NA Humanities

Commons site include having a DOI, or digital object identifier, that serves as a permalink, citation

source, and assertion of authorship all in one; all reviews are now indexed and searchable through

aggregated databases; the reviews are also now open access/open source and can be read and

downloaded and used by anyone; and reviews can have whatever creative commons licenses are

needed. Lastly, all files deposited into CORE, which includes the graphic novel reviews, are stored

in the Columbia University Libraries long-term digital preservation storage system.

Please make sure and check out the latest edition of the ARLIS/NA Notable Graphic Novels

Review on the new ARLIS/NA Humanities Commons site.
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ICAA “Workshop in Classical Architecture” at Texas State
University, Spring 2022

By Tara Spies Smith

Research, Instruction & Outreach Librarian for Art & Design, Anthropology, Communication Studies,

and Interior Design, Tara Spies Smith, is coordinating with Interior Design and Art & Design faculty

at Texas State University, and with board members from the Institute of Classical Art and

Architecture (ICAA) to host their well-known “Workshop in Classical Architecture” at Alkek Library

in Spring 2022.

For the workshop to take place, a commitment of thirty to forty attendees is required. Interior

Design program coordinator and interim coordinator decided the workshop aligned well with the

interior design program and with the Council for Interior Design Accreditation (CIDA) standards.

The workshop will be required for students in two upper-level studio interior design classes in

spring 2022 to guarantee the required attendees.

Taylor-Murphy Building, Texas State University, San Marcos, Texas Photo by Tara Spies Smith

Other Interior Design faculty and Art & Design faculty will be offering the “Workshop in Classical

Architecture” to their students as extra credit in the spring. All faculty and the ICAA board
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members involved in the planning of the workshop, as well as the Art & Design and Interior Design

Librarian, are excited to be hosting the “Workshop in Classical Architecture” Texas State in the

spring.

The workshop takes place over two half days, on a Friday and Saturday, and will be tailored to

interior design learning outcomes. There will be instructors from other universities from Texas and

other parts of the country who will lead the workshop and give the students and other attendees

exercises to learn the principles of classical architecture. Weather permitting, the workshop will

take place outside on Saturday where students and other attendees will draw classical architectural

elements and buildings on campus. The “Workshop in Classical Architecture” is set to take place

February 25th and 26th, 2022 at Alkek Library at Texas State University in San Marcos, Texas.
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